Current status of small peripheral adenocarcinomas of the lung and their importance to pathologists.
There has been a large amount of work done recently on small peripheral stage I adenocarcinomas that come to resection. Radiological (including proportion of ground glass opacity) and pathological features of these lesions (predominant bronchioloalveolar component, central scar with or without invasion <0.5 cm) have been shown to be prognostically favorable with cure rate approaching 100% in some series. Most of these studies emanate from Japan. The relevance of these studies to other parts of the world, particularly North America, is discussed in light of the fact that some recent chemotherapeutic studies with gefitinib have shown increased response in individuals of Asian origin, suggesting that some genetic differences may be significant. The relevance of these findings to pathologists and the pathological study of small peripheral adenocarcinomas from elsewhere in the world are discussed.